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Antares…

pursuing a path of discovery

…precursor experience for neutrino astronomy in Antares

L. R. Sulak

CPPM Marseille and Boston University



a personal commentary...

Antares predecessors: 
a retrospective of 4 ring-imaging Cherenkov Detectors

a project prematurely terminated along with SSC 

Dumand  ’76 - 0.1 km2 → 1 km3 7 countries @ Hawaii
an opportunity siezed by Antares

“small” scale “prototypes” for Antares

IMB  ’81- 10 kilotons = (20m)3 salt mine, Ohio
Kamiokande ’83- 3 kilotons heavy metal mine, Japan

Super-K ’96- 50 kilotons 2nd Kamioka site

this color code for the  4 detectors  used throughout talk

insufficient time to discuss so many other experiments... 
e.g. Gran Sasso, Nestor



IMB 1981

2000 - 5” EMI pms

25 Mev threshold

world’s purist water, > 50m  



Kamiokande (1983) :

1000 - 20 inch pms
40% photocathode coverage
outer veto

7 MeV threshold !!!

1 km underground
= 2.7 km of water,
~ Antares

...but no timing & minimal
water filtering, 

remedied  in Kamioka III(1986)



Dumand (1987) :    7 - 15” photomultipliers in 17” Benthos spheres

short prototype string deployment 

1 week operation

to 4.5 km depth



Super-K (1996)
half way up first filling

inner detector -
11,000 20 inch pms

outer detector (not visible)
a reconfigured IMB III
2,000 – 8 inch pms + 
wavelength shifting light

collectors



‘76   Dumand conceptually designed
‘78 10 kTon design study (IMB proposal in ’79)
‘81 IMB turns on
‘83 IMB: no proton decay!  no SU5 Grand Unification!  

Kamioka turns on Foster & Cortez PhDs  
‘86 IMB anomaly: 25% of atmospheric muon-neutrinos missing
‘87 Dumand suspends string of 7 optical modules to 4.5 km depth

IMB+Kamioka: neutrinos from Supernova 1987a
‘88 Kamioka "sees" sun in neutrino light → Nobel Prize ‘02            

Kamioka confirms missing muon-neutrinos
’89    Dumand funding approved for 0.1 km2 array
‘93    Dumand funding lapses along with SSC

Moscoso, Spiro start “Antares” R&D
‘96 IMB becomes Super-K outer detector
‘98 Super-K:  muon-neutrinos oscillate, have mass
‘01 Super-K:  solar electron-neutrinos oscillate

Discoveries and chronological milestones of 4 detectors



“Madison Workshop,” 1978, LRS

...a charged particle track

what does it look like?



“Madison Workshop,” 1978, LRS

...why is timing so important?

Cherenkov light is directional



Proc. Dumand Summer Workshop, 1976, LRS

ultra high energy neutrino signatures

for Dumand, and Antares

1) long penetrating muon tracks, 

mostly with minimal light

2) short bright hadronic showers

if vertex “nearby”

sets the scale for light detector spacing



Dumand concept:

the array, 

similar to Antares

closer vertical spacing



the Dumand site:

same distance to shore

as Antares

but 4.8 km deep, 

twice Antares

...we were super conservative in ‘76



conclusion of Dumand ’76 Workshop:



10 kiloton prototype design study

immersed hemispherical pms
single photoelectrons (1/4 pe lsb)

2-scale “waveform digitization”
1 ns for directionality
0.1 µs, muon decay
deadtimeless

calibration 
LED, N2 laser, muon decay 

“Madison Meeting on Proton Stability,” LRS,
D. Cline, ed., December 1978



IMB:

First proposal for
neutrino oscillation search 
over baseline of earth

up/down muon asymmetry

“Proc. of First Workshop on Grand 
Unification,” LRS 
S. L. Glashow, ed., 1980



IMB 1980: pm characterization in black room, 
just as Antares



IMB I: 
after 1 year operation,

5% of pms crack!

IMB II: 
replace 5” EMI pms
with 8” Hamamatsu pms...
designed using IMB
photoelectron tracing code

IMB III:
add wavelength shifting

light collector plates



IMB III (1983)  
2000 - 8 inch pms and light collectors
dry suit diver/physicist



best proton decay candidate...pm code: timing in color, 1 pe/slash 



what Antares will see: an up going muon...red entry spot, yellow exit...



IMB: Do the neutrino-induced up-going muons point back to a source?

…sun, moon, galactic center? with 496 IMB events, no

with Super-K?  see Shantanu Desai’s thesis soon

Galactic

Latitude

Galactic Longitude



Nucleon Lifetime Limits

45 decay modes

fiducial mass wins

2003



...but Kamioka finds no muon anomaly (Kajita PhD ’86)...until ‘88

IMB “anomaly:” see only 75% of expected muon-neutrinos...



…at 07:35:35 UT…bam…b-bam bam bam…8 times in IMB
…11 in Kamioka

…an entire sun implodes in only 13 seconds, then explodes



Super Nova…all heavy elements are 
born....iodine, silver, gold... 

the night before 23 Feb            4 hours after neutrino burst



SuperNova! 

Cover Story



Kamioka II (1987): with timing by Penn/CIT and radon purification

Low energy electron-neutrino events point back to the sun

result from Super-K…but only 47% of the expected solar model flux

22,400 solar neutrino events
15 events/day

Direction cosine to the sun



point back to find the origin of the neutrinos...

…Kamioka, and Super-K, “see” the sun…a neutrino heliograph



Dumand (1987) : 
Optical Module Fabrication

...with BU electronics visible



Dumand Short Prototype String Assembly:

0.5 km optical and electrical cables

kevlar support cables 



String controller distribution box...power (black) and optic fibers (red) 



Dumand ’87

deployment of string controller

view of middle of string with

power converters

1 GHz digitizer 

optical multiplexer/demultiplexer

1 of the 7 optical modules seen in front



Dumand ‘87:  Semi Submerged Platform for prototype string 



Dumand ’89:  winch for laying cable and junction box



Junction box deployment, 
with cable to shore



Dumand ’87:

junction box

resting on the bottom

at 4.8 km



manned deep dive sub for connecting strings to junction box 



Super-K (1996-2009?)

40 m height & diameter

11,000 pms inner

5 MeV threshold

2,000 pms and light
collectors outer



SK:  muon-neutrino event 
...in time with beam pulse from KEK accelerator 300 km away

...sharp ring edges characteristic of a muon track



SK: typical electron track...fuzzy at edges



30% of muon neutrinos missing...those coming up through the earth

...six other different samples of neutrino data behave similarly



neutrinos are missing with high statistical significance... 

...consistent with original IMB anomaly and later Kamiokande results



... a quarter century of progress...stage is set for Antares...

Technology
pixelated, ring-imaging Cherenkov calorimetry...proven

submersible, depth-tolerant pms and electronics
single photoelectron operation
pattern recognition and directionality

Astro-neutrino physics discoveries already
no simple grand unification of forces and particles
first physics beyond standard model

neutrino mass and oscillation...most cited paper of all time
first extra-terrestrial neutrinos, imaging sun with them

first extra-galactic neutrinos – SN 1987a

...now high energy point sources awaiting to be discovered!  Antares
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Antares collaborators:

your predecessors wish you well

on your path of discovery...

and in your pioneering work 

toward the cubic kilometer telescope

…pursuing neutrino astroparticle physics
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